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Welcome to...

Offer-holders for these 3 degree courses:

I Data Science

I Mathematics and Statistics

I MORSE

...and parents or other accompanying persons!



The purpose of today

A varied programme of events, which we hope will:

I inform you

I inspire you

I help you to make the decision that is right for you, about
which university offer to accept



11:15–12:00 Talk “Risk and Predictability — Where Might
Modern Mathematics Take Me?”
Opportunity for questions

12:00–13:00 Lunch
Undergraduate Research Project Poster Exhibition
Information about Careers, Accommodations,
Funding, Admissions and Student-Staff Liaison

13:00–13:45 Talk “How to solve it? Examples from STEP and
A-level papers”, Opportunity for questions

14:00–15:00 Campus tour led by current students / Small group
meetings with lecturers and professors

from 15:00 Tea, and more information



Where might modern mathematics take me?

Some things to know:

I Mathematics — and especially Statistics — becomes much
more interesting at university level.

I The demand for well-rounded maths graduates remains
absolutely buoyant, everywhere in the world.

I Demand for our kind of maths, especially so!

Our kind of maths?
Probability, statistics, operational research, mathematical finance,
machine learning, . . .
These are the most sought after areas of mathematics in the world
at large.

In this talk we mention just a few of the exciting application areas
for modern mathematics.
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Destinations of our recent graduates

A wide range of

I management consultancy

I investment banking

I medical research

I market research

I ‘big data’ in commerce, science, government, . . .

I insurance and actuarial work

I software engineering

I social or economic research

I engineering consultancy

I sport, entertainment

More details on employment statistics and careers in the flyer in
your pack



Some recent student projects

I Portfolio Management Under Uncertainty

I Forecasting Sleep Apnea

I Evaluating changes in attitudes experience and accident risk
in novice drivers

I Comparison of population based Monte Carlo methods

I Mobile Health Analysis

I Statistical inference of stochastic differential equations

I Game-theoretric modelling of cybersecurity

I Erdös-Kac theory and Mod-Poisson convergence

I Exponential random graphs modelling

I On the complexity and behaviour of crypto currencies
compared to other markets



Explaining the growth of countries

I Statistics: dealing with uncertainty.

I Setting: few countries with reliable growth data (n, usually
less than 100) and many possible determinants of growth (p,
often more than 30).
Q: any thoughts on what could contribute to growth?

I Hard statistical problem: choose model among many.
Q: how many different models if p=41 and models are
characterized by inclusion or exclusion of each covariate?
A: J = 241 = 2.2× 1012.

I In the face of model uncertainty, a formal Bayesian approach
is to treat the model index as a random variable (unknown)

Models Mj , j = 1, . . . , J in model space M

Prior P(Mj) on M and data lead to posterior P(Mj | y) where
y represents data
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Bayesian Model Averaging (BMA)

Or do you really have to choose? Can use BMA:

Inference on quantity of interest, ∆, through mixing

P∆ | y =
J∑

j=1

P∆ | y ,Mj
P(Mj | y)

Probabilistic treatment of model uncertainty (like parameter
uncertainty)

Use Bayes rule for inference given each model and inference on
model space.

Typically J is huge: simulation over M using Markov chain Monte
Carlo, which only tends to visit the most interesting models.
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Some results

We used a sample of average growth data for n = 72 countries and
p = 41 possible covariates. We average over 150,000 models and
the best model only has a probability of 1.24% assigned to it.
Important regressors:

I GDP level in 1960 (neg. effect, so convergence)

I Equipment investment (pos. effect)

I Life expectancy

surprising important ones:

I Fraction Confucian (Chinese indicator)

some surprising absences of strong effects:

I Primary school enrollment

I Higher educ. enrollment

I Revolutions and coups
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Probability, Stochastics and Finance

The origins of probability are in the modelling of gambling games,
and ideas from gambling and investment (fair games or
martingales) permeate modern probability.



The Mathematics of Financial Bubbles

The Dutch Tulip Mania; The South Sea Bubble; The Roaring
Twenties; The Dot-Com Bubble; The Credit Bubble; The Housing
Bubble . . .



In mathematical finance, bubbles are modelled with a specific class
of models (strict local martingales).

These models capture (some of) the stylised facts of bubbles, and
the objective of research is to to investigate the implications,
especially for option pricing.



What	research	can	I	do	as	undergraduate	student?

Second	year	student	Danny	Yen:	
8	week	URSS	funded	project	in	2016		
Decision	theory	(normaCve	versus	descripCve)

Third	year	student	Rosie	Ferguson:	
8	week	URSS	funded	summer	project	in	2015		
ProbabilisCc	finance

Forth	year	student	Nikesh	Lad:	
Integrated	Masters	disseraCon		
Analysing	individual	investor	behaviour	(using	
large	dataset	of	158,000	accounts	over	5	years)	



StaCsCcal	Decision	Theory	

‣Modelling	opCmal	decision	making,	building	decision	systems	

‣ Allow	for	uncertainty,	ambiguity	

‣ Handle	complex	informaCon,	missing	informaCon	

‣ Empirical	basis	

‣ Human	biases	

‣Many	applicaCons:	business,	medicine,	health	economics,	
economics,	finance,	engineering,	quality	control,	demography…
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	Example:	Chronotherapy

Inference on periodicity of circadian time series 799
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Fig. 3. Simulation study. Boxplots of log10(SqE) for period estimates obtained from non-sinusoidal synthetic mRNA
dynamics for both the SR and FFT-NLLS (FFT) methods based on 200 replications. (a) Asymmetric cycles. (b) Cycles
with shoulder pattern. (c) Cycles with noise. For all plots crosses represent values of log10(SqE) associated with non-
circadian period estimates.

remaining periods, p2, . . . , pN , correspond to smaller scale oscillations that may be present in the process.
For a set of observations {xt }n

t=1, the model in (4.1) can be written in matrix form as x = ZN βN + ϵ,
with x = (x1, . . . , xn)

T and ϵ = (ϵ1, . . . , ϵn)
T being n-dimensional vectors, βN = (a1, b1, . . . , aN , bN )T a

2N -dimensional vector, and ZN the (n × 2N ) matrix with elements Zt,2 j−1
N = sin (2π t/p j ) and Zt,2 j

N =
cos (2π t/p j ), t = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , N . Given a set of period estimates p̂1, . . . , p̂N , the model in (4.1)
is linear in βN and thus an unbiased estimate β̂N can be obtained via least squares (Brillinger, 2001).
The number of terms N in (4.1) can be determined by minimizing some information criterion such as the
Akaike criterion, say J (N ). Let N̂ = arg minN J (N ). The fitted oscillation is then

x̂t =
N̂!

j=1

â N̂
j sin (2π t/ p̂ j ) + b̂N̂

j cos (2π t/ p̂ j ), t = 1, . . . , n, (4.2)
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‣Maximising	treatment	efficacy	while	minimising	side	effects	

‣MedicaCon	aligned	with	circadian	clock	based	on	staCsCcal	
Cme	series	analysis

802 M. J. COSTA AND OTHERS
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Fig. 4. Applications. (a) Detrended smoothed observed skin temperature time series recorded from replicate 2 (dotted
line) and fitted theoretical oscillation (solid line). (b) SR period estimates for each replicate and each treatment stage
in the chronotherapy study (B, Before; D, During; A, After). (c) Detrended observed averaged PER2:LUC normalized
luminescence (Norm. lum.) for treatments G1, G2, and control (dashed lines) together with fitted theoretical oscilla-
tions (solid line). (d) Relative error plot for individual replicates of PER2:LUC expression for treatments G1, G2, and
control using the SR method. (e) Detrended observed average CCA1:LUC and TOC1:LUC normalized luminescence
(dashed lines) together with fitted theoretical oscillations (solid line). (f) Relative error plot for individual replicates
of the CCA1:LUC and TOC1:LUC constructs using the SR method. In (c) and (e) markers correspond to positions of
observed values.
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Warwick	Medical	School	
Warwick	Systems	Biology	Centre		
University	Hospital	Birmingham

Dr	Francis	Lévi

Dr	Bärbel	Finkenstädt	Rand
Warwick	Department	of	StaCsCcs



	Example:	Decision	making	in	Cancer	Recurrence	PrevenCon
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Cancer treatment decision-making involving 
genomic recurrence risk

Genomic 
test

Personal 
preferences

recurrence 
score (0-100)

Traditional 
lab work

Overall 
health

No 
chemo

Chemo
beliefs, 

quality of live...

Traditional 
lab work

eligibilities for 
treatment choices 

traditional markers

?

‣ Uncertainty,	complex	informaCon	(clinical	tests)		

‣ EmoCons	interfering	with	judgement,	mulCple	decision	makers



New	genomic	measurement	technologies	create	big	
data	requiring	need	new	staCsCcal	methodology

proteinRNADNA
Transcription Translation

Replication

‣ DNA	is	the	blueprint	of	the	organism	

‣ Gene	expression:	(“gene	acCvity”)	
‣Massive	parallel	measurement	technology	

‣ New	avenues	for	biomedical	research

‣ Noisy	data	
‣ High-dimensionality	

‣ Modelling	cellular	processes	

‣ Disease	aeCology	and	prognosis -0.6
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Boxplots of RLE distributions of raw intensities
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Liver	cells Brain	cells

Statistical challenges

Genomics



David	Hilbert		
MathemaCcian		
1862-1943	
23	Problems	at	
ICM	Paris	1900

MathemaCcs,	language	of	sciences	and	social	sciences

‣MathemaCcs	and	staCsCcs	are	everywhere	

‣ Seen	today:	economics,	finance,	genomics/medicine.		

‣More:	physics,	chemistry,	geology,	sociology,	engineering,	
actuarial	sciences,		

“The	instrument	that	mediates	
between	theory	and	prac8ce,	
between	thought	and	observa8on,	
is	mathema8cs;																																		
it	builds	the	connec8ng	bridge	and	
makes	it	stronger	and	stronger.”
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‣ Seen	today:	economics,	finance,	genomics/medicine.	

‣More:	sociology,	psychology,	demography,	actuarial	sciences,	
epidemiology,	physics,	chemistry,	geology,	geography,	
agriculture,	engineering,	communicaCon,	traffic,	music,	sports,	
astronomy,	business	analyCcs	and	more	

‣ Brochure	in	your	pack:	Warwick	Sta8s8cs	Research	Spotlights	
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is	mathema8cs;																																		
it	builds	the	connec8ng	bridge	and	
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Studying	at	Warwick	StaCsCcs
‣Medium	size	department,	sCll	growing	

‣ Design	of	interdisciplinary	degrees,	teaching	commifee,	
student	staff	liaison	commifee	(SSLC),	personal	tutor	system	

‣ Senior	scholarship,	Prizes	(4	graduaCon,	4	UG,	STEP)	
‣ Learning	happens	in	lectures,	exercise	classes,	tutorials,	labs,	
projects,	library	study,	problem	solving,	student	teams	

‣ Diverse	student	body		



What	else	happens	in	a	day?

‣ 270+	student	socieCes	such	as	ArgenCne	
Tango,		Science	FicCon,	DebaCng,	Hindu,	
Music	ensembles...	-	or	set	up	your	own!	

‣ 73	sports	clubs,	100+	compeCCve	teams,	
world	class	faciliCes	

‣ Art	Centre	(2	theatres,	cinema,	concert	hall,	
art	gallery)	

‣ Employability	skills:	communicaCon,		
problem	solving,	planning	&	organisaCon,	
Cme	management,	team	work	

‣ Also:	Enjoy	performances,	parCes	&	relax	

‣ Sample	schedule	(UG	websites)



Charlie	Cunningham	
Senior	Careers	Consultant	

C.Cunningham@warwick.ac.uk	

Elaine	Moore		
Senior	Student	Funding	and	

Admissions	Adviser	(Outreach)	

Rebecca	Ayres	
Student	Funding	Adviser	(Outreach)

CAREERS	&	SKILLS FUNDING

Lunch	Break

ADMISSIONS
Anastasia	Papavasiliou	
Julia	BreMschneider

Here	&	near	registraCon	desk	

warwick.ac.uk/studenlunding

ACCOMMODATION
accommodaCon@warwick.ac.uk

ACADEMICS

warwick.ac.uk/services/scs

Ask	some	of	our	3rd/4th	about	
their	research	projects		

Ask	lecturers	and	professors	
about	our	degree	courses	-		
they	were	name	batches

UG	POSTERS


